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INC: STYLUS GARAGE IN HINGE CAP

Stylus garage in hinge cap.
Current Notebook pen’s fixing methods are easily lost or damaged and this design innovation can solve this
problem by fixing pen in the hinge cap and is more easily to take/place for both clamshell and X360.
This design innovation is using magnet or any other structures to fix and hide the pen in the hinge cap.
It would be better than using magnet to fix pen outside of Notebook or other pen garage in the system
in the past.
Offering much more good user experience w/o losing or damaging the pen when carrying/using Notebook.

Concept: Using hinge cap’s space to fix pen then it is easily to take/place and the most importance is it
would not expose outside then avoid to damage or lost.
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Clamshell Notebook: using magnet in the hinge cap to fix and hide the pen when close the hinge up.

Clamshell Notebook: or any structure to fix pen.

X360: same as Clamshell can use magnet/any structure to fix and hide the pen when close.
Taking/placing pen easily at any mode.
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